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For example, the raw input "\\u2122=\u2122" results in the eleven characters
" \ \ u 2 1 2 2 = ™ " (\u2122 is the Unicode encoding of the character ™).
If an eligible \ is not followed by u, then it is treated as a RawInputCharacter and remains part of the
escaped Unicode stream.
If an eligible \ is followed by u, or more than one u, and the last u is not followed by four hexadecimal
digits, then the eligible \, and all the u characters that follow, are treated as RawInputCharacters and
remain part of the escaped Unicode stream. Unless these characters later become part of a raw
string literal (§3.10.8), the syntactic grammar implies that a compile-time error must occur.
The character produced by a Unicode escape does not participate in further Unicode escapes.
For example, the raw input \u005cu005a results in the six characters
\ u 0 0 5 a, because 005c is the Unicode value for \. It does not result in the
character Z, which is Unicode character 005a, because the \ that resulted from the
\u005c is not interpreted as the start of a further Unicode escape.
Every token produced by the three lexical translation steps has a uniquely defined raw preimage
which consists of exactly that contiguous sequence of raw Unicode characters which were the input
to the first lexical translation step, giving rise to the token. The raw preimage of a token is significant
only if that token is a raw string literal (§3.10.8).
In the previous example, the input \u005cu005a resulted in the six characters
\ u 0 0 5 a, but its raw preimage is the original eleven characters
\ u 0 0 5 c u 0 0 5 a.

The input \u000D\u000A will translate to a single line terminator (§3.4), but its raw
preimage is the twelve characters \ u 0 0 0 D \ u 0 0 0 A.
The Java programming language specifies a standard way of transforming a program written in
Unicode into ASCII that changes a program into a form that can be processed by ASCII-based tools.
The transformation involves converting any Unicode escapes in the source text of the program to
ASCII by adding an extra u - for example, \uxxxx becomes \uuxxxx - while simultaneously
converting non-ASCII characters in the source text to Unicode escapes containing a single u each.
This transformed version is equally acceptable to a Java compiler and represents the exact same
program. The exact Unicode source can later be restored from this ASCII form by converting each
escape sequence where multiple u's are present to a sequence of Unicode characters with one fewer
u, while simultaneously converting each escape sequence with a single u to the corresponding single
Unicode character.
A Java compiler should use the \uxxxx notation as an output format to display Unicode characters
when a suitable font is not available.

3.4. Line Terminators
A Java compiler next divides the sequence of Unicode input characters into lines by recognizing line
terminators.

LineTerminator:
the ASCII LF character, also known as "newline"
the ASCII CR character, also known as "return"
the ASCII CR character followed by the ASCII LF character
InputCharacter:
[UnicodeInputCharacter] [but not CR or LF]{.lineannotation}

Lines are terminated by the ASCII characters CR, or LF, or CR LF. The two characters CR
immediately followed by LF are counted as one line terminator, not two.
A line terminator specifies the termination of the // form of a comment (§3.7).
The lines defined by line terminators may determine the line numbers produced by a Java compiler.

abstract
continue
assert
default
boolean
do
break
double
byte
else
case
enum
catch
extends
char
final
class
finally
const
float
_ (underscore)

for
if
goto
implements
import
instanceof
int
interface
long
native

new
package
private
protected
public
return
short
static
strictfp
super

switch
synchronized
this
throw
throws
transient
try
void
volatile
while

The keywords const and goto are reserved, even though they are not currently used. This may
allow a Java compiler to produce better error messages if these C++ keywords incorrectly appear in
programs.
While true and false might appear to be keywords, they are technically boolean literals (§3.10.3).
Similarly, while null might appear to be a keyword, it is technically the null literal (§3.10.7).
A further ten character sequences are restricted keywords: open, module, requires,
transitive, exports, opens, to, uses, provides, and with. These character sequences are
tokenized as keywords solely where they appear as terminals in the ModuleDeclaration and
ModuleDirective productions (§7.7). They are tokenized as identifiers everywhere else, for
compatibility with programs written prior to Java SE 9. There is one exception: immediately to the
right of the character sequence requires in the ModuleDirective production, the character
sequence transitive is tokenized as a keyword unless it is followed by a separator, in which case
it is tokenized as an identifier.

3.10. Literals
A literal is the source code representation of a value of a primitive type (§4.2), the String type
(§4.3.3), or the null type (§4.1).

Literal:
IntegerLiteral
FloatingPointLiteral
BooleanLiteral
CharacterLiteral
StringLiteral
NullLiteral
RawStringLiteral

3.10.1. Integer Literals
An integer literal may be expressed in decimal (base 10), hexadecimal (base 16), octal (base 8), or
binary (base 2).

IntegerLiteral:
DecimalIntegerLiteral
HexIntegerLiteral
OctalIntegerLiteral
BinaryIntegerLiteral
DecimalIntegerLiteral:
DecimalNumeral [IntegerTypeSuffix]
HexIntegerLiteral:
HexNumeral [IntegerTypeSuffix]
OctalIntegerLiteral:
OctalNumeral [IntegerTypeSuffix]

3.10.7. The Null Literal
The null type has one value, the null reference, represented by the null literal null, which is formed
from ASCII characters.

NullLiteral:
null

A null literal is always of the null type (§4.1).

3.10.8. Raw String Literals
The preimage of a raw string literal consists of one or more raw Unicode characters enclosed in
matching raw string quotes, which are also composed of raw Unicode characters. There are no
escape sequences or translations of any kind applied to any of these raw Unicode characters. The
lexically translated characters of a raw string literal do not affect the value of the literal, although they
may affect the tracking of source line boundaries.

RawStringLiteral:
RawQuote RawStringBody RawQuote
where the two raw-quotes are constrained to be identical
RawQuote:
` {`}
where the preimage is constrained to be unescaped
RawStringBody:
any non-empty output from the first and second lexical translation
steps

The pre-images of the two matching RawQuotes must be identical, and may not contain escapes.
The preimage of the RawStringBody is not allowed to contain any subsequence which is a copy of
the RawQuote that introduced the RawStringLiteral. This one constraint is necessary to prevent the
raw string token from continuing to the end of the source file.
To prevent ambiguities, a raw string body must not be null, nor may the raw string body begin with a `
` ``{.literal} (backtick) character, as that would be indistinguishable from a longer RawQuote
sequence.
As a consequence of these rules, a RawStringLiteral can contain any non-empty sequence of raw
Unicode characters that does not begin with a ` ` ``{.literal} (backtick) character, and that does not
contain a matching RawQuote sequence. A raw string body may contain any number of consecutive
backtick characters (except at the very beginning), as long as the RawQuote sequence which
introduces the raw string contains a longer sequence of consecutive backtick characters.
In practice, if the contents of a raw string must begin with a backtick, a padding character must be
prepended to the raw string body separate it from RawQuote sequence. Such a padding character
may be stripped by a method such as trim.
Because raw string literals exactly preserve every UTF-16 character originally in the source file, it
follows that additional postprocessing methods, called on the String object, may accurately emulate
the transformation steps which process unicode escapes and line terminators. They may also
introduce other transformation steps, such as stripping vertical or horizontal spaces and other
delimiters. The operation of such methods is not defined by the JLS.
The source of the UTF-16 characters present in the raw string body is not defined by this
specification. Editing tools, file systems, and language processors may use any appropriate means to
convey the original UTF-16 characters to the raw string. Note that UTF-32 characters cannot be
directly supported in raw strings, although UTF-16 surrogates are allowed.
The following are examples of raw string literals:
`raw`
`x

// the three letters r a w

`
`\n`
`\u000a`
`\u0060`
`\uvw`
`\(.\)\1`
`` ` ``
``
` x `y `
\u0060x`

//
//
//
//
//
//

x and a line terminator preimage
the two characters \ n (not '\n')
the preimage \ u 0 0 0 a (not '\n')
the preimage \ u 0 0 6 0 (not `)
the preimage \ u v w
the seven characters \ ( . \ ) \ 1
// a string containing SP ` SP
// error; string may not be empty
// error; string ends before 'y'
// error; RawQuote must not be escaped

A raw string literal is always of type String (§4.3.3). Its value is the preimage of the RawStringBody,
which includes the pre-images of any Unicode escapes or line terminators.

3.11. Separators
Twelve tokens, formed from ASCII characters, are the separators (punctuators).

Separator:
(one of)
(

)

{

}

[

]

;

,

.

...

@

3.12. Operators
38 tokens, formed from ASCII characters, are the operators.

Operator:
(one of)
=
==
+
+=

Prev

>
>=
-=

Next
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<
<=
*
*=

!
!=
/
/=

~
&&
&
&=

?
||
|
|=

:
++
^
^=

->
-%
%=

<<
<<=

>>
>>=

>>>
>>>=

::

